From spinning wheels
to accelerated outcomes

KellyOCG® helps newly integrated fleet management company shed its
legacy business practices and reimagine a lean way forward.
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The acquisition of a competitive division of a global Fortune 500 company
exponentially expanded the footprint of an already large fleet management company.
It was determined that neither legacy organization performed particularly well when it came to talent
acquisition and onboarding. For various reasons, the processes were complicated and slow—and created
more frustration than satisfaction among managers and candidates.
To support growth and financial synergies – as well as mitigate the business risks of talent gaps - the new
organization would need to create leaner, more agile and candidate-centric talent acquisition processes.
They turned to KellyOCG for consultative and recruitment support to make it happen.

We began by working with the newly formed talent acquisition leadership
team to define its vision and desired outcomes for the function. Through
design sessions focused on accelerated decision making and
candidate-centric design, we challenged the current state;
helped our customer dream big; and ultimately, charted
a course for bridging the gap.

The outputs of this strategy would deliver the business leaders’ immediate needs
to acquire key and critical talent, as well as build a solid foundation for sustainable
change moving forward.
In the first phase of the solution, we focused on amplifying support for the short-term needs of business
leaders. To do this, we dedicated a recruiting logistics team focused on high- performance candidate
marketing and care, as well as specific activities to elevate manager satisfaction.
Next, we conducted a several-week engagement to analyze current-state automation and process efficiency.
Through this deep-dive exercise, we applied both qualitative and quantitative approaches — identifying
specific opportunities to remove process waste as well as leverage digital and technology applications to
enhance both efficiency and effectiveness. Through co-collaboration between our team and the customer,
the re-designed infrastructure would have the staying power necessary for long-term success.
Finally, we assisted the client with a rapid response team and process augmentation to staff a critical,
unanticipated surge for direct and contract hires across multiple locations. Once delivered, the ability to
quickly scale to such business demands was integrated into the overall process recommendations.
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About KellyOCG
KellyOCG ® is the Outsourcing and Consulting Group of workforce solutions provider Kelly Services, Inc.
KellyOCG is a global leader in innovative talent management solutions.
Visit kellyocg.com to learn more.
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